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MOONLINE is a revolutionary product. Behind formal 
research lies the will to review the actual concept 
of “fencing”: no longer a mere element to separate 
the inside from the outside, MOONLINE creates 
uninterrupted spaces. Architecture and design extend 
from the interior to the exterior transforming it into a 
minimalist “place of communication”; linear designs 
are dotted with luminous posts and LED technology 
is applied according to the latest car design trends. 
The integrated and modular MOONLINE system is 
the maximum expression of the “made in Italy” label 
and the result of Cavatorta’s know how; MOONLINE 
is a new way of protecting your spaces: light outlines 
the contour becoming a safety element (it can be 
integrated with other systems thanks to the “active” 
posts). A selection of shapes, colours and light 
intensities is available for a system in harmony with 
architectural structures and personal tastes. Beautiful 
during the day and fascinating at night. Always safe. 
MOONLINE, never seen before. 

Day view impressive design 
The revolution of the fencing sector. The differentiated 
mesh characterized by its exclusive “wave” effect”,
the essential look of the posts with concealed fixing 

elements, corners without visual interruptions and 
gates which are “works of art” are combined to create 
absolutely innovative and refined effects.
Mesh 
The panels are made of different sized mesh: the 
width increases and decreases progressively for 
maximum safety performance and original design. 
The double horizontal wire guarantees excellent 
panel stiffness. 
Posts
The posts have been designed to hide the fixing 
elements and the ground anchoring system: the result 
is a clean and essential look never seen before. 
Corners
Corner posts have been eliminated: the corners are 
created using special preformed mesh panels. The 
aesthetic effect is inspired by the severe geometries 
of the Bauhaus style 
Gates
The design of the gates is different for each line: 
sophisticated during the day and high safety 
performance at night thanks to the special lighting. 
Colours
All the elements of the two O TYPE and Q TYPE lines 
are available in four colours for solutions in harmony 

with the architectural structures: Pure White, Racing 
Green, Silver and Antraxit. 

Night view light revelations
The night is tinged with safety. The light of the 
MOONLINE system outlines the perimeter areas  and 
the access places creating elegant and fascinating 
effects.  Light, the first defence against external 
threats, is transformed into a decorative design 
element.  
Posts
Lighting design applied  to the posts: lighting  points 
increase safety and can be integrated with additional 
systems thanks to the wiring  inside the posts.  
Gates
The light outlines the  gates with geometric  shapes 
for improved  functional and aesthetic  characteristics.  
Increased safety at the  access places and  unique 
elegance.  
Ledtech
MOONLINE exploits  LED technology which  
guarantees long duration,  low consumption and high 
luminosity. The lighting  points can be controlled  
using the control unit to  adjust the intensity and  
colour effects.  

Luminous posts from the italian design
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